POSTMASTER

Excavator mounted vibrating post installers
View our Post-Masters on the
autoguideequipment channel

MINI POSTMASTER
The Mini Postmaster fits machines 1.5-3 tonne.
Drives posts up to 6” diameter.

MIDI POSTMASTER
The Midi Postmaster fits machines 2.5-5 tonne.
Drives posts up to 8” diameter.

MAXI POSTMASTER
The Maxi Postmaster fits machines from 5-8 tonne.
Drives posts up to 10” diameter

Quicker
Safer
Quieter
Offers post removal
Minimal damage to posts
Minimal ground disruption
The Mini, Midi and Maxi Postmasters fit directly to the bucket pins and only require two hoses for
operation.
The high pressure motor seal is compatible with the excavator or loader auxilliary double
acting hydraulic service.
The unit has a hydraulic post clamp which allows the post to be clamped for installation and/or
withdrawal.
The jaws can be opened and closed by applying forward or reverse flow.
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Excavator mounted vibrating post installers

					

MINI POSTMASTER

Force				
Max Post Size

MIDI POSTMASTER

50kN			
Up to 6” (150mm)

Suitable machine		

1.5-3 tonne

Hydraulic Requirement
			

25-35 l/min
@ 200BAR

60kN
Up to 8” (200mm)
2.5- 5 tonne
35-45 l/min
@ 200BAR

MAXI POSTMASTER
110kN
Up to 10” (250mm)
5- 8 tonne
45-60 l/min		
@ 200BAR

The Autoguide Postmaster range allows the two man team to install posts faster, quieter and safer than
conventional machines.
The unique clamp holds the post securely with minimal damage, it also allows post extraction for old
posts or repositioning. (Jaws can be made to suit round, square, pre-formed channel or Z section posts,
as well as timber, steel or composite material).
All machines fit directly to the dipper/QH and we supply the suitable connecting bracket to easily
connect to the skid steer/excavator. We also supply the hose fittings to suit.
Hire options also available!

Optional Extras
•

Post Twister (38313)

•

Rock spike (36789) 		

•

Special Post Clamp		

•

Flow Control Valve (41555)

Example Custom Post Clamps

8” Extended
Moving Jaw

Autoguide Equipment Ltd
Stockley Road
Heddington, Nr Calne,
Wiltshire
SN11 0PS

Birdmouth
Fixed Jaw

8” Moving
Jaw Extended
Finger

Plain Moving
Jaw

In common with other manufacturers we reserve the right to modify or change specification without prior notice and without commitments to change units in the field.

Stockley Road, Heddington,
Nr Calne, Wiltshire. SN11 0PS
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